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Compiled by Suzanne Armbruster
Allen, Philip A.


Ammons, Linda


Becker, Susan J.


Binkley, Roger W.


Bonder, Bette R.


Carrington, Paul D.


Carter, Artemus

Clement, Annie


Davis, Dena S.


Davis, Michael H.


Dreyfuss, Elisabeth T.


Dunegan, Kenneth


Duraj, Stan A.


"trans-Bis(acetato-O)bis(4-methylpyridine-N)copper(II)," *Acta Crystallographica Section C* (1994): 1442-1443.

**Edelberg, Cynthia Dubin**


**Engelking, Tama Lee**


**Finer, Joel Jay**

Flechtner, Thomas W.


Forte, David F.


Galvan, Delia V.

Geier, Deborah A.


Gelman, Sheldon


Gerlach, John


Gorla, R.S.R.


(Gorla, continued)


*Finite Element Analysis of a Flat Plate Solar Collector.* Cleveland State University.


*Integration of Design in a Laboratory Course.* Cleveland State University.


**Guttenberg, Jack A.**


**Hungerford, Thomas W.**

Jeffres, Leo W.


Johnson, Andrea L.


Keating, W. Dennis


Krumholz, Norman


Labrador Herraiz, Jose J.


Lairat, Dolores Person

"Echos thematiques, structuraux et stylistiques dans Cane de Toomer et Cahier... de Cesaire," *Francographies.* Creation et Realite d'Expression Francaise, Colloque de Fordham University, 26-28 mars 1992, pp. 41-57.
Lieske, Joel


Mahmud, Tayyab


Malmquist, Katherine E.


Mawdsley, Ralph D.


Melnick, Daniel C.


Patterson, Lewis E.


Phan, P.Q.

Festivities for symphony band. Musical Score.

Memory of a Late Afternoon for large orchestra. Musical Score.
Poulos, Earnest

*Integration of Design in a Laboratory Course.* Cleveland State University.

Quinn, Ellen M.


Rader, Hannelore B.


Ray, Laura E.


Richardson, David A.


Richmond, Samuel A.


Rosenfeld, Joseph S.

Smith, Steven R.


Spicer, Michael W.


Steinglass, Steven H.


Streib, Victor


Tewari, Surendra N.


Wallace, Benjamin


Welfel, Elizabeth Reynolds

Weinstein, Alan C.


"How to Cope With -- or Without -- ‘Big Box’ Retailers," *Zoning and Planning Law Report*, Volume 17, Number 7 (July/August 1994).

Werber, Stephen J.


Werth, Lee


White, Carolyne J.


White, Frederic


Wilson, James
